This paper attempts to develop supporting material in an effort to provide newo ptions for licensing Laboratory-created software. Where employees and the Lab wish to release software codes as so-called Open Source,theyneed, at a minimum, newlicensing language for their released products.
Introduction
Apersonal disclaimer: I am trained as a computer scientist, not a lawyer.A lthough this paper deals primarily with the language and concepts of law, it is not my purpose to do more than offer a lay opinion about howt oa ddress some commonsense needs of manys oftware developers at LLNL. I attempt here to organize a variety of materials in such a way as to facilitate development of newp rocedures and language as may be required to best support some types of software development at LLNL. This may further what I see as natural interests of the developers, the Lab, the University,and the DOE.
Software development has seen a recent surge of interest in a variety of collaborative methods. These involven ew means to bring together participants, newschemes to market the products, newl icensing terms to control product dissemination, and a fresh look at manyi ssues surrounding intellectual property.T his paper will consider several existing open source licenses, to find their common elements, to identify needs specific to LLNL, and develop preliminary recommendations for changes or additions to current LLNL licensing procedures.
Type of code under consideration
Software developed at LLNL may be released under a variety of terms. Codes addressed by this paper have typically been released as Unrestricted,defined as follows:
''Code that is not appropriate for filing at ESTSC, is not in development, has no commercial value, or was not designated to be released for a DOE pre-approved program can be released in an unrestricted fashion. The distribution of codes in an unrestricted fashion must followt he reviewa nd release procedures.'' 1 
Material re viewed
There is much material written on the subject of open source software licenses at this time, as well as a number of specific license texts. Much of the best material is still due to Richard Stallman, founder of the Free Software Foundation (FSF). 2 Another good overviewm ay be obtained at the site http://www.opensource.org. This site was founded by the Open Source Initiative.
In preparing this paper,I r ead license texts from FSF,M ozilla (Netscape), Ricoh, Inc., the University of California BSD distribution, IBM, Inc., MIT,T he MITRE Corporation, the Software Carpentry project, the Corporation for National Research Initiatives( Python), Trolltech, Inc., the zlib/libpng project, the Xerox Corporation, Lucent Technologies, and the ''Artistic''l icense, which I believe isattributed to L. Peter Deutsch, author of Ghostscript.S ee Appendix B for pointers to most of these texts and related materials.
Elements of an open source license
The open source licenses I read have a great deal in common, although theyd iffer quite a bit in length and attention to legald etails. I abstracted the following set of elements. Some of them seem to be essential in the sense that every license Ir ead has such an element. Others seem to be optional, or theya ddress unusual conditions that can arise in the distribution and use of Open Source software, or theya re specific to a particular organization'sperceivedneeds. 
Origins clause

Promulgation of license clause
This paragraph or sentence states the requirements for transmitting license rights to future users and developers through a chain of modified versions or derivedw orks based upon the givens oftware package. There are two distinct subjects discussed in this clause: One is the literal text of the license notice or referenced exhibits themselves. This is universally required to be passed down in essentially unmodified form. The other subject is the abstract right to read, use, modify,i ncorporate, sell, or otherwise deal in the software product covered by the license.
License version
Newer or lengthier open source licenses often incorporate a revision number.M anylicenses are divided into a generic part, and a specific part that incorporates the generic part by reference. A revision number on the generic part allows it to ev olvew ithout the risk of invalidating existing licenses.
Definition of terms
Most licenses find it necessary to define one or more terms, howeveri nformally.S ome licenses set aside a separate section for definitions.
Scope of the license
Some licenses give explicit statements about what theyi ntend to covero rn ot cover. This is most important if the license distinguishes between original code and future added or modified code. There may also be parts of a package, such as code documentation, that require different treatment from a licensing standpoint.
Severability clause
This statement attempts to limit damage to the whole license in the case where some part is found to be in conflict with over-riding law. (The remainder of the license still applies.)
U.S. Government End Usersclause
This is a boilerplate paragraph that appears in some open source licenses from U.S. corporations. The Mozilla Public License, § 10 is one example. Apparently,i tl imits license rights transferred to end users who happen to be employees of the U.S. Government to those rights specified in a prior (named) regulation or contract.
Termination clause
This is an explicit statement of the conditions under which recipients of the software package will forfeit the rights transferred by the license. ''If you break the rules, you can'tplay anymore.''
Adjudication clause
This paragraph attempts to specify the conditions under which disagreements about the license will be dealt with. We wouldn'tw ant to be hauled into court in Norway,would we?
Per file exhibit
Manyo ft he newer open source licenses are quite lengthy. Some of them nows pecify the text of a short statement that is required to be part of each individual file in the distribution. This exhibit incorporates the entire license by reference, either to a single instance of the complete text that accompanies the distribution, or to a URL (website) where the license may be found.
Deficiencies of the current LLNL Notice
The current notice attached to most software released as Unrestricted at LLNL is giveni n Appendix A. The deficiencies I note here have been brought to my attention by a number of software developers at LLNL, as issues that raise questions or cause problems as theyh av e attempted to work with outside users and developers.
• There is no copyright statement. The open source marketplace has created a number of newe conomic niches for the small businessperson. For example, CDROMc ollections of open source software are a popular,l ow-cost (and lowp rofit) means of distribution. Compilers of these media will taken or isks with a software license. The notification clause in our present Notice is a red flag that may prevent our software from participating in this low margin, but highly visible area of open source distribution.
• The Notice does not contain any Promulgation clause. Future users would appear to be free to remove the Notice at their discretion and redistribute the software under whateverterms theychoose.
• The Distribution rights and obligations clause is inadequate. It makes no statement regarding modified versions of the software, or derivedw orks that may incorporate parts of our package. By failing to give clear directions to future users, it confuses the large majority that is happyand eager to use and disseminate our package in good faith. Wet hereby lose opportunities to broaden our influence and receive credit where it is due.
Questions
• Ia mu nclear regarding the issue of Copyright.F or one thing, Contract 48 appears to limit the ability of the University to assert copyright for computer software to the particular case where commercialization would be enhanced. 3 (More precisely,i t seems to require written permission from the DOE on a case-by-case basis.) The software we consider has typically been released as Unrestricted in the past; that category requires us, among other things, to assert the lack of commercial value as a matter of policy. Sot here appears to be a catch-22 with respect to placing a copyright notice on LLNL-developed open source software at present. An oveli nterpretation of the phrase about enhancing commercialization might be enough to break this apparent impasse.
Perhaps copyright is superfluous. This element appears in every open source license I have examined, and some writers seem to feel it is quite important. 4 Others claim that copyright is implicitly presumed (and enforceable), eveninthe absence of an explicit statement. If we wish to not claim copyright, do we need to explicitly state that our code is ''in the public domain'', or makes ome similar statement? Can the remaining elements of our license then continue to be effective,i np articular,t he clauses about promulgation and inherited distribution rights?
• Contract 48 apparently reserves special rights for the U.S. Government in software produced at LLNL. 5 Ag ood open source license should allowu se of a package in modified form or in derivedw orks. Do the rights of the Government extend to modified or derivedw orks based on our package?
Discussion
There are (at least) twoc ompeting schools of thought regarding open source software at this time. One point of viewi se mbodied in the philosophyo ft he Free Software Foundation, originators of GNU software and the GNU General Public License (GPL). Theybelieve (and
3.
Guide There seems to be good reasoning on both sides, and there seem to be circumstances in the real world where each approach works best. At LLNL, both circumstances could arise. To the extent that we servet he public trust, we should desire to see our work utilized in the Universities and public schools. This might be best served by guaranteeing that some of our software products and works derivedf rom them are available to other researchers in source form. AG PL-like license would be best for this.
To the extent that we maximize our overall impact on the public domain, we should strive tos ee our products incorporated into the widest set of other works. Some of those will be proprietary,s ome not. This kind of use is facilitated with a less restrictive license. It is also in keeping with some major University licenses: U.C. Berkeleyreleased its BSD Unix distribution under a fairly permissive license, as did MIT its X-Windows software.
We hav e as trong ongoing collaboration today with the Center for National Research Initiatives (CNRI), and the Python Consortium, which is responsible for development of the Python computer language. That language is distributed under a permissive open source license, in the sense discussed above.I tw ould be very useful if the (otherwise unrestricted) Python codes we develop at LLNL could be distributed under a similar or compatible license. This single collaboration is a great opportunity,b oth to leverage external development to the advantage of Lab programs, and for us to influence and inform the tools used by manyresearchers outside LLNL.
Neither of those views of our proper service seems (to me) inconsistent with a third point of viewa bout howt ob est manage our intellectual property.T hat point of vieww ould seek to maximize monetary return to the U.S. Government and hence the taxpaying public. In other words, we should be careful not to give aw ayv aluable assets. Although my bias toward open source is probably obvious, I do not advocate giving up anyp art of our current licensing program at LLNL. The decision to seek, and grant, exclusive licenses in return for a fee should continue to be made by software authors working together with IPAC.
Ap roperly managed open source program has benefits that are just as real, albeit more difficult to measure. It will work to increase name recognition for the Laboratory,a nd prestige and influence for our computer scientists. It will improve job retention and makeo ur jobs more attractive inthe first place. If an open source product happens to find commercial success, we will learn about it, regardless of anyr equirement in our license. We would then have the opportunity to re-release a newv ersion of the givenp roduct under a new license, perhaps after negotiation with the third parties involved. This is straight-forward and sensible. I believe the current clause actually reduces the possibility of commercial success by inhibiting the free exchange of our codes.
Recommendations
Ithink we need to be able to support either of the major open source license types noted above, based on the preferences of software authors and the judgement of our Office of IPAC.W eseem to have some special requirements dictated by our relationship to DOE and the University that would prevent us from using anye xisting license verbatim, except perhaps in special situations.
Ii nclude here a first attempt at a permissive license, similar in spirit to the BSD or MIT licenses, and hope it will be suggestive.Ido not attempt to present a more restrictive open source license for LLNL, similar perhaps to the GPL, although I think it is also necessary.S uch a license, by precisely enumerating the rights granted, raises hard (for me) questions about the particular rights, if any, that LLNL may wish or be bound to add or subtract. Iamnot prepared to venture publicly into that deeper subject.
My parenthetical comments about the suggested license text are indented, and in a smaller font.
Generic Part
The The above paragraph also was taken verbatim from the MIT license. It is obviously redundant with parts of the earlier disclaimer,a nd needs to be combined with that or perhaps removedentirely.
Per file exhibit
Copyright (c) 20XX
The Regents of the University of California All rights reserved. 
